Subjective quantification of earplug occlusion effect using external acoustical excitation of the mouth cavity.
Occlusion of the ear canal by hearing aids or hearing protectors often results in an occlusion effect, which creates a discomfort to wearers in that it changes their perception of their own voice. As no account was found in the literature on the quantification of this subjective voice occlusion effect, an experimental method is proposed based on the use of an artificial sound source emitting within the subject's mouth to replace his own voice. A block diagram is constructed to identify the different internal sound path components involved in the perception of one's own voice and is used to show that the subjective voice occlusion effect is the weighted energy summation of two components. The first component, the voice air and body conduction occlusion effect for which data is obtained from the experiments reported in the present paper, constitute the lower limit of the subjective voice occlusion effect. The second component, the voice body conduction occlusion effect for which data is available in the literature, constitutes the upper limit. From these limits, order of magnitudes for subjective voice occlusion effect intervals are estimated to be [+5+20] dB below 2000 Hz and [-10+5] dB above 2000 Hz.